PRIMAGE is one of the largest and more ambitious research projects dealing with medical imaging, artificial intelligence and cancer treatment in children. It is a 4-year European Commission-financed project that has 16 European partners in the consortium, including the European Society for Paediatric Oncology, two imaging biobanks, and three prominent European paediatric oncology units. The project is constructed as an observational in silico study involving high-quality anonymised datasets (imaging, clinical, molecular, and genetics) for the training and validation of machine learning and multiscale algorithms. The open cloud-based platform will offer precise clinical assistance for phenotyping (diagnosis), treatment allocation (prediction), and patient endpoints (prognosis), based on the use of imaging biomarkers, tumour growth simulation, advanced visualisation of confidence scores, and machine-learning approaches. The decision support prototype will be constructed and validated on two paediatric cancers: neuroblastoma and diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma. External validation will be performed on data recruited from independent collaborative centres. Final results will be available for the scientific community at the end of the project, and ready for translation to other malignant solid tumours.
Background
The digital transformation of healthcare systems has fostered innovative clinical workflows and quality improvements through value-based healthcare [1] . Nowadays, digital diagnosis tools (such as imaging, pathology, genomic analytics, wearable sensors) and patient electronic records (clinical profiling, treatment, endpoints) are key enabling factors for a new paradigm in routine clinical practice. This change is expected to promote clinical innovation models via real-world data-driven inferences revealing insights implicit in the data [2] . Real-world evidence can help answering existing questions and generating new knowledge in a more reproducible way [3] .
Another key enabling factor to untap the enormous potential of in silico tools to assist in clinical healthcare is the current level of adoption of high-throughput screening techniques for diagnosis and disease progression monitoring. The amount of clinical, pathological, molecular and imaging data available is enormous. The possibility of integrating large volumes of highly heterogeneous data into in silico predictive tools has proven crucial to enhance model performance in various applicability domains [4] .
Computational imaging allows the extraction of multiparametric data, leading to a new era in radiomics, characterised by high-throughput extraction, storage and analysis of a large amount of quantitative imaging features and parameters (imaging biomarkers) able to provide quantitative relevant information (virtual biopsies) for the early disease diagnosis, disease phenotyping, disease grading, targeting therapies, and evaluation of disease response to treatment [5] .
The development of predictive models using computational algorithms and artificial intelligence, taking into account all types of clinical, pathology, molecular, and imaging information able to predict valid disease-related outcomes by learning from retrospective data, is a hot topic of scientific debate. The validity of these predictive models depends on the quantity, quality, and representativeness of the datasets used, being major limiting factors [6] .
Imaging biobanks and in silico models
Oncologic imaging represents a suitable field for the discovery and validation of new biomarkers from different imaging modalities (such as computed tomography, magnetic resonance, positron emission tomography, and ultrasound), since cancer patients are frequently monitored for staging and treatment response follow-up [7] . Many imaging biomarkers have been proposed over the last years to measure tumour anatomy, morphology, pathophysiology, metabolism, or molecular profiles in order to estimate different cancer hallmarks, such as proliferation/ growth, angiogenesis, and evasion or metastasis [8] . However, very few biomarkers have so far entered routine clinical practice to guide clinical decisions [9, 10] . The majority of oncology imaging biomarkers still require external validation at different centres before they can be properly qualified as robust and reproducible.
Mathematical and computational modelling of biological processes can be used to enhance quantitative understanding of biomedical phenomena, such as cancer progression [11] , potentially incorporating patient-specific data to enrich the scope of therapeutic target identification. Models can describe the growth of solid tumours using discrete or continuous representations, with or without accounting for stochasticity [12] . PRIMAGE (predictive in silico multiscale analytics to support cancer personalised diagnosis and prognosis, empowered by imaging biomarkers) is a funded Horizon 2020 project (RIA, topic SC1-DTH-07-2018) where a combination of these approaches ensures the best of both worlds.
The PRIMAGE project focuses on the further development of in silico tools for a more personalised clinical management of childhood cancer by targeting clinical endpoints (CEPs), considering the progression of the growth of the tumour post-diagnosis, but not including the initial oncogenic processes active during embryogenesis. The project will utilise novel high-performance computing (HPC) approaches to provide computationally efficient and large scale in silico models resulting in a decision support system (DSS) which will hopefully provide improved health outcomes ( Fig. 1 ).
Neuroblastoma and diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG)
Data infrastructure, imaging biomarkers and models for in silico medicine research will be developed and validated in the context of neuroblastoma (NB) and diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG).
NB is the most frequent solid cancer of the early childhood [13] , and the diagnosis age has proven to be a crucial factor in its prognosis [14] . A number of risk factors have been identified and are already in use by the International Neuroblastoma Risk Group (INRG) [15, 16] . Major European groups involved in PRIMAGE have advanced standard of care treatments in low [17] [18] [19] , intermediate [20, 21] and high-risk NB [22] [23] [24] .
DIPG is the leading cause of brain tumour-related death in children [25] . Given the rarity of childhood tumours, international cooperative networks are essential to agglutinate relevant retrospective data and/or prospective cases for clinical trials, facilitating identification of effective tools for earlier diagnosis and potentially effective therapeutics.
The aim of the project is the development of an open hybrid cloud and HPC platform with later implementation and validation in non-interventional trials, which will support decision-making in the clinical management of malignant solid tumours. The PRIMAGE platform will implement the latest advancement of in silico computational image analysis and modelling which may be run on central processing unit (CPU) or general purpose graphics processing unit resources as needed.
The results are expected to have great impact not only on NB and DIPG but also on the management of other malignant solid tumours, since the proposed methodologies for data management, in silico models and visualisation tools will be available to be transferred to other cancer types.
The development process of the PRIMAGE platform following a user-centric approach is summarised in Fig. 2 .
Methods

The partnership
For the successful design and implementation of PRIMAGE, a very high level of interdisciplinarity consortium was required, with expertise ranging from HPC infrastructures to visual analytics [26] and multiscale simulation, bringing together public and private organisations across Europe to perform collaborative research and development, a key aspect of the PRIMAGE interdisciplinary approach. Partners from eight European countries were selected (hospitals, research and On the clinical side, the PRIMAGE consortium has tried to reunite leading European clinical centres together with key opinion leaders specialised in NB and DIPG (as these cancers are the context of the application proposed for the validation works of PRIMAGE in silico tools during this project) ( The consortium partners ensure complementarity and bring the necessary combination of skill, knowledge, technology, and motivation, comprising a highly motivated team, fully committed to turning PRIMAGE into a case study in the use of existing datasets, serviceoriented architectures and in silico technologies for better diagnosis and treatment of oncology diseases.
An advisory board consisting of a recognised group of experts in the fields of paediatric oncology, imaging biomarkers and related information and communication technologies, General Data Protection Regulation and industry representatives of manufacturers of drugs and picture archiving and communication systems has been designated to give general advice and guidance to the consortium.
Platform architecture
The PRIMAGE in silico models to be developed require significant computational and data storage resources to process. Our intention is to deliver a bespoke information technology solution, combining large-scale HPC and versatile cloud computing resources for optimum efficiency and reliability. The infrastructure will be ultimately based on a DSS which will be designed for cancer management with advanced functionality and usability under a user-centric approach, guided by the clinical partners. A diagram of a high-level architecture can be appreciated in Fig. 3 . This DSS will make use of the following:
Large-scale processing on HPC resources (CPU or general purpose graphics processing unit), overlaid by a convenient representational state transfer-based process controller called Rimrock [27] and data access suite called Polish Grid Infrastructure (PL-grid) Data [28] . Hybrid cloud resources, composed of both private and public cloud sites (based on the Europen open science cloud, EOSC, services), which will host PRIMAGE data repositories. Computational tasks can be deployed and coherently managed by a single access tool, such as the Atmosphere platform (project number 777154, European Commission) [29] . An integration middleware, consisting of a set of protocols and interfaces between HPC/storage (models), private and public cloud computing/ storage (repositories, sandboxed processing), and external data sources (anonymised clinical and biobanking data). The middleware will be put in place to achieve an adequate level of solution coherency. Upper layer service exposing the features of the underlying infrastructure to researchers as a convenient graphical user interface, to manage definition, execution, and comparison of results of computationally intensive modelling pipelines. The tool will feature security management and application programming interface for programmatic access, and it will be based on the model execution environment (MEE) [30] , which has been developed and successfully deployed in the EurValve project [31] [32] [33] .
Data repositories
Stored clinical data (imaging, clinical, pathology and molecular) from 2002 onwards will be collected by the clinical centres and the paediatric oncological associations involved in PRIMAGE project. Clinical, molecular and imaging data in PRIMAGE will be undertaken under the strictest administrative and contractual procedures to ensure legal and ethical compliance under the General Data Protection Regulation in Europe. All cases included within the data repository, both for model development and platform validation, will have to be approved by the Ethics Committees of their respective centres. Even more, the observational in silico trial design for the internal platform validation, including new data from 2020 to 2022, will be constructed in parallel to standard clinical practice after signed consent is obtained.
Relevant data will be used following extraction, anonymisation and curation for computational simulation developments and testing the integrated PRIMAGE DSS platform. The datasets used for the training and the development of the different in silico models will differ from the datasets used for the later validation of the integrated platform. Therefore, the use of clinical data (in the big data domain) for model training and model testing will be done in two phases:
Phase 1: compilation of clinical, molecular and imaging data for PRIMAGE training, knowledge extraction, and multiscale testing of the in silico models for tumour growth, advanced visualisation solutions, identification and analysis of imaging biomarkers and training of predictive models for CEPs. Phase 2: extensive in silico testing of the integrated PRIMAGE DSS platform will be undertaken using cases from the same retrospective dataset, split by cross validation from the curated initial clinical dataset to ensure that these specific datasets are not used in the training phase.
Big data techniques will be applied to generate new knowledge from the advanced in silico tools. The use of retrospective data for training models, testing and validation will require extensive curation and quality control procedures. Automated tools will be implemented in this project to streamline the processes of extracting, mapping data, controlling the quality and homogenisation, translation, and completion of data feeds. Allocation of significant human resources is also foreseen, as human intervention is essential to achieve excellence in the training data sets.
Clinical data used in the international staging and stratifying criteria for NB and DIPG, including age, disease extension, image defined risk factors, histological type, grade of tumour differentiation, genetic, and molecular features will be used at the models construction phase. Imaging biomarkers will be extracted and validated for their use in cancer management, in combination with already available biological biomarker panels. PRIMAGE is defined as an observational in silico study that will be validated also in silico in data recorded from new clinical observations. Image radiomics and dynamic parameters will be obtained from standard of care real-world ultrasound, computed tomography, magnetic resonance, positron emission tomography, and 123 Imetaiodobenzylguanidine scintigraphy or single-photon emission computed tomography images.
Experimental and computational methodologies will be used for the identification and validation of novel imaging biomarkers and the development of shared instruments for knowledge extraction from imaging biomarkers, clearly focused on improving disease diagnosis and follow-up. The development of a biomarker involves defining its relationship with the objective reality (structural, physiological, biological, or molecular), monitoring its technical validity and the relationship with the final CEPs. The path to handcrafted biomarker development, expansion and subsequent implementation is based on available guidelines and recommendations [34] . Main outcomes to be predicted relate to tumour phenotyping, treatment allocation, response to treatment and children survival. Machine learning and image processing deep learning algorithms extract pattern information from the images and link outcome results to known ground-truth diagnosis. For this task, QUIBIM, a start-up company working in the field of artificial intelligence and imaging biomarkers applied to radiology data, will provide the methodologies for identification and validation of imaging biomarkers and related algorithms for the automatic analysis of images towards their validation in clinical trials through a PRIMAGE-specific customisation of QUIBIM precision platform (SME Instrument Phase 2, project number 778064). The computational equationbased handcrafted methods will be used first to have a ground truth for the training of machine learning algorithms. On a furthermore advanced stage, at the end of the project, it is envisioned that deep learning tools will directly provide clinical estimations from the source images, clinical and molecular data information.
In silico scale models PRIMAGE's proposed in silico model spans three scales:
▪ The tumour scale model describes the evolution of volume and cellularity in the primary tumour, as well as its biomechanical interactions with the surrounding tissues, and the diffusion of nutrients and metabolites to and from the closest blood vessels. These quantities are described as spatial fields, whose temporal evolution is governed by a system of partial differential equations. These equations are discretised and then integrated over a period of time using a finite element method. Reduced order techniques will be applied on tumour parameters (variability of tumour size, material properties and treatment type) to enable real-time simulation at the tumour scale. ▪ The tissue scale model requires two complementary methodologies-firstly, a continuous, partial differential equation-based model that includes the chemical, biological and biomechanical interactions of the NB/DIPG cells with each other and with their extracellular matrix and vasculature. Model outputs will be the population sizes of different cell types and their evolution over time. In parallel to this, we will develop an agent-based model [35] , wherein each cell is represented as an individual within a region of interest, explicitly capturing cellular behaviours including cell cycle progression, cell cycle arrest, cell death, production and degradation of the extracellular matrix, physical intercellular interactions, and cell-microenvironment interactions. This model may be used independently to explore hypotheses about specific regions of the tumour at a high resolution, or be fully integrated with other PRIMAGE models using state-of-the-art optimisation and acceleration techniques [36] and multiscale modelling approaches, as described below. ▪ The cell scale model describes the evolution of chemical and biological properties over time inside a single NB/DIPG cell, when it is exposed to different environmental conditions including various treatments.
Computational strategy
This project proposes a dataflow strategy to enable the proposed multiscale model to be executed using available HPC resources, in an effective and robust manner, considering that the proposed tumour model will need to be coupled to hundreds of thousands of tissue models, each coupled to also hundreds of thousands cell models.
In the proposed dataflow strategy, each single-scale model is described as a black box that takes as input an array of input sets and produces as output an array of output sets. Bi-directional resampling modules are proposed between the database that contains the input sets as computed, and those as required by the next model. Thus, resampling modules are used on value sets that are computed at lower scales and homogenised at upper scales, and on value sets that are computed at upper scales and then particularised at lower scales, at each scale transition.
The proposed workflow for the implementation of the described dataflow approach is: ▪ Implementation of the software infrastructure to manage the multiple databases. This infrastructure includes frameworks for coupling of the models at different scales via resampling functions, and repositories for the three single-scale models as they develop. ▪ Models execution without resampling. At this stage, no resampling will be provided as the software developments are focused on delivery and validation of the dataflow architecture to execute the multiscale model under suboptimal conditions, as efficiently as possible (using acceleration techniques). ▪ Models execution with resampling. Tissue-to-organ and cell-to-tissue modules will be incorporated in the dataflow, using progressively sophisticated multidimensional sampling techniques. ▪ Testing alternative approaches for enhancing computational efficiency. The use of surrogate modelling methods such as Gaussian processes will be explored as an alternative of resampling techniques.
Although operating under completely different principles, they can be used to produce same result.
Even more, deep learning solutions will be developed, tested and validated for image segmentation (convolutional neural network architectures), radiomics analysis (support vector machine, linear discriminant, quadratic discriminant, decision trees, logistic regression, nearest neighbour, deep neural networks, and their combination in ensemble models) and CEPs (e.g., tumour subtypes, patient's prognosis), to estimate most accurate lesion diagnosis, treatment prediction, and patient prognosis. Models will be adapted to each application context (NB, DIPG) in order to more specifically address the clinical problems.
Performance platform validation
The proposed in silico tools will help tackle the relevant CEPs on the clinical target applications. The following CEPs have been prioritised by the Consortium clinicians as highly relevant to these diseases and suitable for being supported by in silico models, contributing to enhance reliability of current diagnosis and prognosis procedures:
Prognosis of NB spontaneous regression capacity for low and intermediary risk patients;
Identification of high-risk NB patients with imminent risk of relapse (50% currently); Identification of NB high-risk patients that will not respond to induction chemotherapy (30% currently); Identification of DIPG patients who will respond to treatment (10% currently); Estimation of the expected survival period for DIPG responder patients.
A functional version of the PRIMAGE platform will be extensively evaluated in order to assess the platform's performance, thus its capacity to guide clinical decisions in a precise, reliable, and relevant manner. The datasets used for the validations includes imaging data, clinical data and genetics and other molecular data ( Table 2) .
The internal validation of PRIMAGE platform will be performed using datasets provided by the clinical centres and organisations involved in PRIMAGE project which never were used for the models and platform development.
In addition, in order to guarantee its correct performance under general conditions when using any datasets from the real world, PRIMAGE platform will be externally validated using data from clinical centres out of PRIMAGE environment. To get access to this data, other hospitals not involved in the project as partners have already been invited to participate by providing NB and DIPG cases to the PRIMAGE platform as independent collaborative international centres. Table 3 describes the methodologies that will be used in the evaluation of PRIMAGE platform performance. During the evaluations, it will be also assessed other metrics such as security, reproducibility, interoperability and usability amongst others (Table 4 ).
Expected results
The state of the art for production-quality hybrid computational cloud and HPC for in silico processing of clinical cases is currently represented by projects such as EurValve [30, 31, 37] and GoSmart [38, 39] , having achieved significant progress in developing integrated, comprehensive frameworks. EurValve has also come up with an integrated cloud/HPC computing solution to back up its MEE, dedicated for simulations of valvular heart conditions. This environment is now used in EurValve to perform clinical validation of the resulting DSS, which is a preliminary step towards development of an integrated, non-distributed clinical DSS.
The significant novelty of PRIMAGE with regard to this state of the art is to bring the cloud and HPC computing solutions, already successfully utilised for development and validation of in silico models, considerably closer to clinical use. The project will carefully evaluate available strategies, and it will deploy the selected solution to remotely provision the computationally intensive elements of the proposed clinical DSS, thus enabling the advantages of in-cloud computation for today's DSSs. The PRIMAGE approach combines the training and validation of models for medical imaging biomarkers and tumour growth simulation on open scientific cloud infrastructures, which constitutes the most computing intensive part, with the use of those models for personalised diagnosis, prognosis and optimisation of Table 2 Datasets used for testing of the PRIMAGE platform
Imaging data
Imaging data represents the highest challenge in terms of storage and processing. In PRIMAGE data repositories, for each patient, imaging data is linkable to their available pseudonymised biological, pathological, and genetics. The use of common metadata frameworks and image analysis techniques for automated data annotation for each image is proposed to generate common repositories
Genetics and other molecular data
This project uses existing knowledge on biological biomarkers (currently on clinical use or at advanced clinical validation stage). This type of data is used in combination with imaging and clinical data, facilitating multidisciplinary big data analytics.
Clinical data
Use of natural language processing tools for automated extraction of relevant pathological data, including data on patient response to specific treatment will be extracted from the electronic health record. Data will then be structured, curated, and stored.
treatment, within hospital boundaries. The construction of in silico clinical trials will allow decision-making from causal inference from observational databases emulating a pragmatic target trial if methodological pitfalls are avoided [2] . This project will bring major advancements in the validation of novel imaging biomarkers; it will create advanced computational models for tumour growth simulation, given response to specific CEPs. A very limited number of imaging biomarkers have been used in routine clinical practice to guide clinical decisions [7] [8] [9] .
Therefore, PRIMAGE predictive models will enable unprecedented effectiveness in the translation from clinical Big Data to personalised predictors for malignant solid tumours, particularly NB and DIPG, by incorporating these assets for Big Data to usable clinical knowledge translation. The PRIMAGE diagnosis guiding tool uses quantification of imaging findings to improve sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and reproducibility of diagnostic and therapeutic decisions derived from image features used in combination with clinically validated biological biomarkers and cross-cohort machine learning from European repositories for NB and DIPG. We aim to impact current clinical guidelines [40] . PRIMAGE is designed to have a major impact on improving the disease management of malignant solid tumours. Upon successful validation in NB and DIPG, evidencing how in silico tools can assist clinicians to make improved informed decisions, PRIMAGE platform's architecture, repository infrastructure, simulation frameworks, and web-based user interfaces will have the potential to be adapted and completed for use in the management of other types of cancer.
We do not foresee any intellectual property nor commercial issues during the project: the intellectual property background of each partner has been defined and declared already, as well as the general framework on the future exploitation and ownership of the project's results. At the end of the project, there will be pieces of software, computational models and other intellectual property assets that will be owned by the partner(s) that developed them. Exploitation and/or access rights on these developments may be given to the rest of partners under favourable conditions. This shall be set in specific commercial agreements between the owner(s) and the licensee(s) after the end of the project. Finally, regarding the access to the PRIMAGE platform as a whole, the aim of the project is to give open access to the research community. Means for the sustainability and continuity over time of the PRIMAGE platform will be assessed also during the project.
Conclusion
At the end of the project, the developed open cloudbased platform will support phenotyping (diagnosis), treatment stratification (prediction) and patient-specific CEPs determination (prognosis), based on the use of imaging biomarkers, tumour growth simulation, advanced visualisation of confidence scores, and machine learning approaches. The decision support prototype will be constructed and validated on NB and DIPG cancers. The results will be available for the scientific community and ready for transfer learning to other malignant solid tumours. Data infrastructures, imaging biomarkers, and predictive models for in silico medicine research will be validated during this project. Given the rarity of these tumours, international cooperative networking is essential to agglutinate relevant in silico data from clinical trials and large real-world data repositories, facilitating identification of effective clinical tools. 
